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THE NATIONAL ROUTEING GUIDE IN DETAIL

WHY HAVE THE NATIONAL ROUTEING GUIDE?

In the past, many tickets were valid for travel by "any reasonable route". What was a
"reasonable route" between a particular origin station and destination station was never
precisely defined and would often depend on the knowledge and experience of the
members of staff consulted. Occasionally customers would meet on-train staff with ideas of
what was "reasonable" different from those of the rail staff or travel agent who had
originally given the, route to the customers.

The new independent operators require a more precise definition of the routes that a
customer may use for a particular journey. The routes that a customer may use are now
known as "permitted routes". These permitted routes are precisely defined and the
definitions are published in this National Routeing Guide.

The National Routeing Guide is available to all station and on-train staff and to ATOC
Appointed Travel Agents.

To use the National Routeing Guide effectively you need to know:

HOW the Guide is organised

WHEN to use the Guide and............

HOW to use the Guide.

HOW THE NATIONAL ROUTEING GUIDE IS ORGANISED

The National Routeihg Guide has 6 sections, A, B, C, D, E & F which are described below.

A
Section A - describes how to use the Guide.

This is a quick reference section giving an overview of the principal steps to using the
Guide. Section A also lists the stations which have been grouped for the convenience of
passengers changing trains.

1#1

Section B - (the pink pages) is a list of British railway stations showing their
related routeing points.

To write down all the permitted routes between all possible pairs of stations would require
many volumes which would be impracticable to use. However the principles that are used in
compiling timetables and fares manuals have been adapted to present the permitted routes
in a straightforward way.

Stations are divided into 2 categories - 121 main routeing stations (a similar idea to Fully
Priced stations) and the other stations. These other stations are related to up to four
routeing points. The routeing points related to each station are shown in Section B (pink
pages) of this guide.
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Some stations have been grouped together and given a common name, e.g. Lewisham
and St.John's comprise the Lewisham Group; Devonport, Dockyard, Keyham and Plymouth
comprise the Plymouth Group. There are 33 station groups. They are defined on page A4.
32 of these groups are routeing points and one (the Stevenage Group) is not.

The purpose of these groups is to give customers travelling to or from stations in a group a
better service and/or better station facilities. A customer may travel via any station in a
group, including doubling back, provided that the group is on one of the permitted routes
between their origin and destination stations.

It is helpful to imagine the rail network divided into a number of imaginary zones. Every
station is either wholly in a zone or, in the case of the 121 routeing stations, is a gateway
between one zone and another. The actual routeing point which acts as a gateway will
depend on the details of a customer's journey. A

EXAMPLE ONE

Penarth - routeing point is Cardiff
Central. Penarth is in a zone
whose gateway to other zones is
Cardiff Central. The rail map
shows that journeys from Penarth
are either to stations in a zone
bounded by Barry Island/Penarth
and Cardiff Central or to
destinations outside that zone
travelling via Cardiff Central.

BARRY 6
INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

•••"•' SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS `•"•••

Penally Shrewsbury Swansea

Penarth Cardiff Central

Pencoed Cardiff Central

EXAMPLE TWO

Acle - routeing points are Ipswich
and Norwich. The rail map shows
that journeys from Acle are either
wholly within the zone consisting
of the Norwich - Great Yarmouth,
Norwich - Lowestoft - Ipswich and
Great Yarmouth - Lowestoft lines
or to stations outside that zone
when travel is either via Ipswich or
via Norwich.

INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

-SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS

Acklington Edinburgh Newcastle

Acie Ipswich Norwich

Acocks Green Banbury Birmingham Coventry

CARDIFF CENTRAL

PENARTH

i

0

i
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• EXAMPLE THREE

Pulborough - routeing points are Brighton
Group, Ford and Horsham. The rail map
shows that Pulborough is in a zone
bounded by Ford, Horsham and
Brighton/Hove (the Brighton Group). This
means that journeys are either wholly
within this zone e.g. Pulborough to
Worthing or to destinations outside the
zone via the appropriate routeing point
e.g. Pulborough to Portsmouth via Ford,
Pulborough to London via Horsham or
Pulborough to Hastings via Brighton/Hove.

INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

• Prudhoe

Pulborough

Purfleet

EXAMPLE FOUR

NATIONAL ROUTEING GUIDE
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«•"•• SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS `•"••'

Carlisle

Brighton

Barking

L

Newcastle

Ford

Romford

Aldershot - routeing points are Ascot, Ash
Vale, Guildford and Reading. The rail map
shows that customers can make journeys
wholly within the zone bounded by Ascot,
Ash Vale, Guildford, Reading and Alton
(Alton cannot be a routeing point as it
leads nowhere) or to destinations outside
the zone via Ascot, Ash Vale, Guildford or
Reading as required by the customer's
journey.

IN

--SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS "'

•

Aldermaston

Aldershot

Aldrington

Horsham

Southend

INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

Basingstoke

Ascot (Barks)

Brighton

Reading

Ash Vale

Ford

Westbury

Guildford

Horsham

Reading

Sometimes a station has no scheduled passenger service to one of the routeing points to
which it is related. These routeing points should be ignored. These currently unused routeing
points will allow operators to introduce new train services in the future without radically
altering the Routeing Guide.
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HOW TO FIND THE APPROPRIATE ROUTEING POINT(S)

You may use any routeing point, provided it does not require the passenger to:

o Double back (passing through the same station twice on a single journey) passing
through the origin or destination unless the fare paid specifically permits this (i.e. Ealing
Broadway to Swindon via London) or it is within a grouped station. area (see page A4).

o Travel by a route for which the fare for one of the component legs of the journey is
greater than the fare for the overall journey. This rule is explained below.

Diagram 1
C

E

Imagine a customer wishing to travel from A to D.

Station A is related to routeing point B and station D is
D related to routeing points C and E. The fare in the fare

manual is routed via "any permitted route". There is a
better train service via C than via E. Is the customer
allowed to travel via C?

Obtain the fare A - D.

Obtain the fare for the same ticket type A - C. If the fare A - C is greater than the fare A - D,
the customer cannot travel via C. If the fare A - C is less than or equal to the fare A - D then
the customer may travel via C.

Diagram 2

Imagine a customer wishing to travel from A to D.

Station A is related to routeing points B and C. The
customer wishes to travel via B to meet a colleague.
The fare in the fare manual is routed via "any permitted
route". Is the customer allowed to travel via B?

®

®
C

Obtain the fare A - D.

Obtain the fare for the same ticket type B - D. If the fare B - D is greater than the fare A - D,
the customer cannot travel via B. If the fare B- D is less than or equal to the fare A - D then
the customer may travel via B.

Example: Using the Rail Network Map, GBPRT, Fares Manual and National Routeing
Guide to find a permitted route when the origin and destination stations do not have a
routeing point in common.

Customer wishes to travel from Lydney to Craven Arms. No route is shown against the fare
in the Fares Manual. So we must use the National Routeing Guide to establish permitted
routes.

i
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1) The Rail Network Map and the GBPRT show there are 'services via Newport, via
Birmingham and via Worcester - Hereford. Which of these routes are permitted?

2) National Routeing Guide Section B shows that Lydney is in a zone bounded by
Newport, Bristol Group and Gloucester and that Craven Arms is in a zone bounded by
Shrewsbury, Hereford and Swansea.

3) Combining the routeing points (in 2) with the journey possibilities (in 1) we have 3
possible routes:

Lydney - Newport - Hereford - Craven Arms

CRAVEN

Lydney - Gloucester - Birmingham - Wolverhampton ARMS

0

0

0

Shrewsbury - Craven Arms

Lydney - Gloucester - Hereford - Craven Arms

Which of these possible routes are actually permitted?

I
I

NEWPORT

4) Apply the rule that "the fare for a component leg of a journey must not be greater than
the fare for the overall journey". The Fares Manual shows that the fare Lydney -
Shrewsbury is greater than the fare Lydney - Craven Arms so the customer is not
permitted to travel via Shrewsbury. The fare Gloucester - Craven Arms is less than the
fare Lydney - Craven Arms so Lydney - Gloucester - (Worcester) - Hereford - Craven
Arms is a permitted route.

5) The customer's preferred departure or arrival time will determine which of the 2
permitted routes is suitable for the customer's journey.

Example: Using the Rail Network Map, GBPRT, Fares Manual and National Routeing
Guide to find a permitted route when the origin and destination stations have a routeing
point in common.

If there is a common routeing point, then
that means that the stations are in the
same or adjacent zones. If in the same or
adjacent zones then the permitted route
is the shortest route.

e.g. South Ruislip to Stoke Mandeville.

HIGH WYCOMBE

Both are in an imaginary zone bounded by Banbury , SOUTH RUISLIP

Oxford and London Group, so the fares shown on the
LONDON -4

fares manual are only valid by the shortest route which is via Aylesbury (you may confirm
this using the mileages given in the appropriate tables of the GBPRT. these show that via
Aylesbury is shorter-than via London).

In the example shown on pages F13 - F14, Herne Bay to Gravesend, Herne Bay and
Gravesend have a routeing point in common - Chatham. This means that they are either in
the same or adjacent zones with Chatham as the Gateway between zones. The permitted
route is the shortest one between Herne Bay and Gravesend and in this particular case the
customer actually travels via Chatham.
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SECTION C- (the yellow pages) is a grid showing permitted routes.

All main routes between 121 main routeing stations are identified by a single or
combination of 2 letter routeing codes in this guide. The code refers to the map on which
the main routes are shown. These codes will ultimately be shown alongside prices in the
National Fares Manual.

Section C is essentially a grid listing all 121 main routeing points horizontally and vertically
and showing the routes between all possible pairs these routeing points.

121
stations

2

4
5
6

1 2 3 4 5
01^

6

It is not possible to print such a large grid on one manageable sheet of paper so the grid
has been split into portions which can be printed on separate pages. Section C is easy to
use although you may need some initial practice.

Each page contains the grid for 6 stations (columns across the page) and 18 stations (rows
down the page)

So page C1

. London Group

I
Aberdeen
AS

Bromley Sth Grp
NK

Each station down the page
has under it various map
codes (e.g. AS, NK. These
show the permitted routes
from that station to London
to use when you use the via
London route for the whole
journey.

Aberdeen - Barking (6 routeing point stations)

----------------------- ----- ----- ----- --------"

Ascot

_ _____ ____- __-__ .^^

- - --------- - -
a

- - --- -
^' •

- --- - ------ - -----

LONDONAsMord jlntemp- - - ^ - _ todOOa LONDON _ LONDON _ Lodurni -

ROUTES BETWEEN MAIN ROUTEING POINTS

LONDON GROUP - BARKING

m

=

o > a ^rnp

m m

LONDON GROUP uc _ wx _ __GC _ _ Ts

----- - 2
----- ----- - ----- ----- -

^-
--

- ---------- 3

AberdEOn ...... 1. _ .. - . . _ "... _ LON^Otl
_ LONDON LONDON -

EIi

LONDONAS 2 _ • W.S_____

___

3

-
----- - ------ ------ ----- - -----_____-__ 4

Ascot iBerks .... 1 - LANRDN Wn40tl - - ^ - - ^a - lOti40N . '
^"II

-- 2 ----- --- ----- -----

------

^ 2
--------- 3 ---- -- -- -------- a L

Ash Vale . ..... ^ - LOaQOH _ _ ^ - - LOnCDtl '^

--------- ----- ----- ----- -----
3 _ .. __

Banbua!- - - - - - au

L
F - -----

-

----- --- --a G
Barldn9 LormoN LorrooN Lormow tormari Lowoow

Page C1 (Top)

®

•

q
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Page C2 has the same 18 stations (as page Cl) down the page but the next 6
stations across the page.

So page C2 Barrow - Blackburn

London Group
Aberdeen
AS

Bromley Sth Grp
NK

NATIONAL ROUTEING GUIDE

This continues until page C20

So page C20

London Group
Aberdeen
AS

Bromley Sth Grp
NK

ROUTES BETWEEN MAIN ROUTEING POINTS

BARROW IN FURNESS- BLACKBURN
V r

E
c o c t E3 ^ @ 0 Q Y

m^ 4 1
s € m

O] LL co O] CO D7 m

LONDON GROUP
----------

_LM_ WX . . .. NK LB LM CS.LM

2 LY.CS ac

--- ------- 3 -----
--

c$- ------
---

- -

Aberdeen

------

+
- -LM- -- LOWW"

-
- LONDON -2 ..... . ER.YW. ____ LWER.YIR Eq.CE ER.PN_

___________ 3 ..... . . ^M!^_ _LM.. . ..... . LY.MY.BD

4 LrD`aCNM

AsCDt JBerks _ _ _ t _ lONODtl _ _ !1! LONDON LDtlDDtl LONDDtl _ LONDON
wx___________ 2_ wx.cs

___________ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____
4

Ashford Lnternl) 1 Dt^DIL J.OIIDDtL LK_ _ 1.DNDDN. _LDemDH -LONDON.
LK 2 _ ____ ^ _____ _____ ---- - ----- -

----- - ----- ----- - ----- - ----- - ----- -

Ash Vale ...... 1 WX _ u^m+w 10NDDN. LONDON _LOlB)Dtl

L wx 2 WX.DS wx.cs0 ___________ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ ____
N ----------- - - - ---- -- ---- -- - ---- - - ----- ----- -----

B b t LrCS cS cs DO an ury....... -. - - - -LDNDnn _LDNDOri S

N =°----------
CS

?
3

----- ----- ----- ----- ---- -----
G̀ ------ 4 ----- ----- ----- ----- --- -

R Barking + LONDON LONDON LONDON LONDON LOtIDON LONDDN

Page C2 (Top)

Wimbledon - York

ROUTES BETWEEN MAIN ROUTEING POINTS

WIMBLEDON - YORK ?

E

E T 2 Y

3 3 3 3 i i

ER

2 _____ C9-__ WR WE _ER.MY

___________ 3 _ Wq.OC __-_
WR.CE

4
- -

-----

Aberdeen ______ + -LDNDDN _ LDHDDtl _ W_ _ W _LgtlD9ri ER_____
AS _________ 2 _____ _____ ER.CE.LM W.BD.CE___ (W/ER).CE ----- -
- - - - - - - - - - _

3

-

-
nrt^Mwr.r^

----- -
4 W.BD

Ascot ieeM - - - - 1 LONDON wx
Wx 2 Wx.CS WI.WR WX.CS.CE

-

____ _____ _____ _____
4

Ashford !_ _Inteml _ _ _ + _ _ _ _LK.wx_ _ LDnDDN _ LONDON _ LDNDDN _ LDNDDn LONDON
LX
----------

2
-----

cs.vD
----- ----- -----

uw.vD.wx
--- -------__ 3 _____ _____ _____ ----- CS.WE
_____

-
_ __

4
__

Ash Vale WX WNDONLONDON LONDON Wx - -LONDON
L Wx.CS Wx.Wq w

Q ___________ __ _____ _____ _____ _____

N
p Banbu_ry_ - - - - - -

-

tlROtl - - ^_ -- _ - ^_ _-
- Ce.wx
----

- Ce.CE-
---Q OC .YV% GC.LY CS.CE CS.Wq.CE

N

- - - - - - - - _

CS _________ ___

_

_____

_ -

_ _ _ _ _ CS.WE.CE

G
JR_ Barking NDON LONDON LONDON LONDON LONDON

Page C20 (Top)

is
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The grid pattern is repeated for the next 17 stations (Cambridge - Eaglescliffe) plus
the London Group (which is included again for convenience).

So page C21 Aberdeen - Barking

London Group
Cambridge
WA

Eaglescliff e
ER
ER+MM

ROUTES BETWEEN MAIN ROUTEING POINTS

LONDON GROUP-BARKING

v t m

LONDON GROUP _ t As _W% uc --W% _
--GC IS

- ------- --- -2- ----- - ----- - ----- - ----- -
___

-- es
_ _ __ -

-

------------

3
- _____ ..... . ....

,
.. ..... ...... ...... .

^ft!^Je - ---- ^ _LOtlDOl1 _ LONDON _ LOtlDOtl _ Los. -Lounm WHOM
WA ----___ _ _ 2 ER.p!

-- ------ - --- CS.CN ^.

---- -------
3 ^.wp

---- -- ---- --
- ----- -

_

----- ----- - -4 - ------ ------ ------

Carddf
-----------

^DtlppN w%.wR
-----

Wtl^N
-

Wx.wn
-----

cs.wR
----- -LDnDDtl ^.

WR
___________

2 ER.CE___ W%__ ____
W%

___ .

________y'!
3 W.CE__ _ WIL.WE.CE____

--

WIGWE.fE
------ ------ ,

-W^CEWFwCE 4 W.BD
- ------ -----

pirlisle I LONDON IAtlCDtt _ LOtlODtl _ LOtlDDN
W 2 II.CS.UI W x.CS.U1

CS.aN N 3

-

MNOrW.ER 4

Chatham GfOUp- - - 1 LDtlDOM _ LONDON _LDNDDn _LnuDDN - LONDON
NK

_ _ _ _ ---__
2
----- - ----- - ----- -

----- -

----- - ----- -
^

__________ 3 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ A4 M
Chester ------- 1 _ W_.B_D LONODN_ LOtlDDtl_ _^OtlDON LOtlODtl B
W 2 W%.C9 WR.C_S R

3 _____ _____ p

4 G
Clapham Junction 1 LpNpCN W% LONDON W% LONDON LONDDN LX-j

This layout is repeated until all sections of the original grid of 121 stations by 121 stations
has been displayed.

To help you find your way around this sectionalised grid, at the top of each page are the
names of the first and last of the 6 stations going across the page. Down the outside
margin are the names of the first and the last of the 17 stations going down the page.

e.g. page C30 Huddersfield - Leeds until page C140 Wimbledon - York

Cambridge

to

Eaglescliffe

Swanley

York

IOU .... E,.EE...w ,oU,EMO .ow..

F F

__ ___ ___

___

-------------

- - ------ - ---
- :: :::I: __

- ------ - ----___ _

t : z: -
- ------ - ---

Z To findthe possible permitted routes between 2 routeing points look in the "box" where the
column for the origin routeing point meets the row for the destination routeing point. Each
"box" has 4 lines because there may be up to 4 sets of possible permitted routes. Usually
there will be only one or two.

®

•

i
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Example from page C31 Leicester to Cambridge

Route 1. London route via London

Route 2. CN see the map labelled
CN in Section D

In the top row where the London row
intersects the Leicester column the
code MM denotes the route from
Leicester to London.

In the left hand column alongside
Cambridge the code WA denotes
the route from Cambridge to London.

For a via London journey the codes must
be added together. For Leicester to
Cambridge via London this would be
MM + WA.

aoumet,wEm nnmAoMWParrts

ouP- snWa1GLaNnoH cF,

^:3 :3
LOrnoN cfiolP ^
-----------

w
----- ---

nc
-----

u^
-

m_

-

_ u^
2

- -

^

- - - - - - -°-- --------- - 3
-----------

-----
---

----
---

-----
- -

-
--1 - -1 - - ---

^ ' ^ ^ ^WA 2 -Q̂1 - -^ - - OM1L________________

___________ 3

_____

_ _ _ _ _

_

__ -

_____

----- -

_ _
-

4

^R -- ^--WR 2----------
-CE^PS---- ----- ---- ----- tE+QM6i _ - ® -

_ _______3 _ __ ---- - - ------ ------ ------

-- . . .

cadwe_______ W'PS _laOQ1 LOtWtl _W__ __l!1_
2 W tY.(S.IB IJMCN_______ _____ _

____ 3____
------ ------ ------

----- _____ _____
WnW Hi 4

Ch*an Gap_ __ 1______ _ l1Xl70tl N(.uCaQV __ NC - -Lam _IDH.IDN _ llM]ON

!x_________ 2 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ^`
3___________ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -----
4

a ^oe`
' 'aac"
2W

U404Q/ CSIH - PS.Nd R_____
° _ _ _ _ _ _ -__ 3 _____ _____ _____ _____ -ws® _____

I

p
4 G

^ ^ ^ Lamm ,^ UMM

It is easier to show routes on a map than to describe them in words so the majority of
permitted routes between pairs of routeing stations are given as references to maps on
which possible permitted routes are shown. These maps are in Section D.

IC

SECTION D. Maps of the Rail Routes of Great Britain.

The best way to show permitted routes is on a map. Section D contain these route maps.
Each map has a 2 letter code which is used in Section C (as described above). These
maps show (in yellow) possible permitted routes from which you finally choose the
customer's actual route.

Each map is shown as a geographic map and as a diagrammatic map. The geographic
map helps you relate permitted routes to the rail network map and the GBPRT. The
diagrammatic map gives more detail and show where routes carry over from one map to an
adjoining map.

The maps should not be used until the permitted route has been identified using
Section C.

In some circumstances two points on a map may be on the same route, but the permitted
route between them may not be via the map concerned. For example both Ashford
International and Lincoln appear on Map CS, but the permitted route between Ashford
International and Lincoln is LK+ER - not CS.
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d
SECTION E (the green pages). Local journey routeing easements.

The permitted route between one station and another station in the same or adjacent zone
is the shortest distance covered by a scheduled service. The permitted route between a
station and its routeing point station is the shortest distance covered by a scheduled
service.

However individual Train Companies may permit customers to travel by other routes. These
routes are known as "local journey routeing easements" and are shown in Section E.

GUIDELINES FOR USING THE NATIONAL ROUTEING GUIDE

The National Routeing Guide is designed to enable users to easily and quickly identify the
permitted route between any stations in Great Britain for which a fare exists. The guide
should be used, as necessary, in conjunction with a rail network map, the current Great
Britain Passenger Railway Timetable and the correct Fares Manual.

To identify a permitted route the following stages should be followed;

v Step 1
Use Section B (pink pages) to find the routeing point(s) relating to the origin station. If
the origin station is a routeing point, it must be used as the routeing point and no
further selection is required.

Use the pink pages to find whether the origin and destination stations are routeing
points or in-zone stations.

© Step 2.
Use Section B (pink pages) to find the routeing point(s) relating to the destination
station. If the destination station is a routeing point, it must be used as the routeing
point and no further selection is required.

® Step 3.
Compare the Routeing Points
If the origin and destination have a common routeing point or common routeing points
a single routeing point can be used. The permitted route is then direct via the shortest
distance from the origin to the destination over which a regular scheduled passenger
train service operates. Unless Section E allows a more generous alternative route.

If there is no common routeing point the appropriate routeing point(s) must be
selected for the origin station and for the destination station. No more than two
routeing points should be used to identify any one route for a journey (one for the
originating station and one for the destination station).

For all local journeys throughout most of the country the above three steps will
identify the permitted route. However, for longer distance journeys, where the origin
and destination have no common routeing point, stages 4 - 7 will need to be
followed.

E

i

•

®
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Steps 4& 5.
Ensuring that the routeing points are appropriate.
The Routeing Guide offers customers a reasonable choice of routes for their journey.

© It also protects the revenue of train operators by not allowing customers to travel via a
point which has a higher fare from their starting station than that to their destination
station. This means that a customer cannot booking alternative cheaper journeys and
alighting short of destination.

The fares manual may restrict the choice of routes by indicating a specific route, if so,
this will be listed in the guide, but it will mean that other routes listed may not be
available at this fare. If the fare is specifically routed in the fares manual check
carefully that the route selected is via this specific route.

It is important that account is taken of the fare for the journey, You may only use all
the listed routes if the fare is unrouted or the route is described as "any
permitted" and that no routed fare priced higher than "any permitted" exists.

If you are unsure whether a particular routeing point for the origin station is the correct
one compare the fare from that routeing point to the destination with the fare for the
throughout journey - it is an appropriate routeing point only if that fare is the
same or lower than the fare for the throughout journey from the origin station to the
destination station..

If you are unsure whether a particular routeing point for the destination station is the
correct one compare the fare from that routeing point to the origin station with the fare
for the throughout journey - it is an appropriate routeing point only if that fare is
the same or lower than the fare for the throughout journey from the origin station to
the destination station.

The fare comparison must be made using the same fare type:

If the customer requires a Single then Single fares should be compared. If the
customer requires a Saver then Saver fares should be compared.

In certain highly unusual circumstances, due to local fares policies, this may not be
possible. If this is the case and the origin station or destination station has a lower
fare of the type selected than all its routeing points the Standard Single (Day or
Open) fares should be used for comparison purposes.

If both stations are routeing points - go to Section C. Use the grid to find permitted
routes. These routes are shown on the appropriate map.

If one is a routeing point and one is an in-zone station - the permitted route is the
shortest route to the routeing point plus the permitted routes between routeing points.

If both are in-zone stations then it is the shortest distance to the first routeing point,
followed by the permitted routes between the routeing points, then finally the shortest
route from the final routeing point. Section E may permit some more generous routes
to and.from the routeing points.

Step6
Identify the route code using Section C

The route code(s) may be found at the point where the routeing point rows and
columns intercept. You may use Section C in either direction, either by looking up the
originating routeing point from the rows on the "Y" axis and finding the point at which
they intercept the destination routeing point column on the "X" axis or by looking up
the originating routeing point column on the "X" axis and finding the destination
routeing point row on the "Y" axis.
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NATIONAL ROUTEING GUIDE

SECTION F: THE NATIONAL ROUTEING GUIDE IN DETAIL

If the routeing code is "London" you will need to summate the route code "to London"
with the code "from London". Route codes to and from London are listed on every
page in Section C under the stations in the left hand column and under the stations in
the top row. For a detailed description of Section C see pages F6 - F9.

v Step 7
Identify the route to which the code(s) refers using the maps (Section D)

Each code refers to a map. If a single code is indicated the route is via any route on
that map from the first routeing point to the final routeing point without doubling back
(passing through the same station twice on a single journey).

If a number of codes are shown added together the route is via any route on that map
from the first routeing point to intercept point(s) for the next route without doubling
back, then via any route along that route without doubling back. This is repeated until
the final route is reached then via any route along that route until the final routeing
point is reached.

If a combination of routes is shown in brackets "()" or separated by a slash "/" then
both routes may be used in combination without doubling back (passing through the
same station twice on a single journey).

DO NOT USE THE MAPS UNTIL YOU HAVE FOLLOWED STAGES 1- 6.

LOCAL JOURNEY EASEMENTS

The rule for local journeys states that "the route is direct via the shortest distance
between the originating station and the destination station covered by a regular
scheduled train service". This rule also applies to longer distance journeys for journeys to
or from a routeing point. Operators may allow in addition to the shortest route extra
alternatives which may offer the customer a better service at certain times. These are listed
in Section E (green pages) of the manual as advised to the guide by operators.

EXAMPLES

Three examples are included in section F to assist users;

F13-14 Herne Bay to Gravesend

F15-16 Par to Pontypridd

F17-19 Addlestone to Alnmouth

A local journey where the two stations have a
common routeing point.
A long distance journey where both stations have one
routeing point each which is not common to both.
A long distance journey where both stations have a
choice of routeing points none of which is common.

GROUPED STATIONS

A number of stations have been grouped together for customer convenience. This is to
ease customer interchange by enabling customers to access better train services and
improved station facilities. A customer may travel via any station in a group, including
doubling back, provided that the group is on one of the permitted routes between their
origin and destination stations.

E

®

®

0
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JOURNEY EXAMPLE ONE -HERNE BAY TO GRAVESEND

INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS

Hereford Routeing Point BD: CE: CS:WR

Herne Bay Ashford Int Chatham Group Ramsgate

Herne Hill Routeing Point LB: LK: NK SC

CHATHAM

LONDON VIA MAIDSTONE

LONDON VIA TONBRIDGE

ASHFORD INTERNATIONAL

RAMSGATE

DOVER

For the originating station, Herne Bay, the following routeing points are listed in alphabetical order:

I) Ashford International
ii) Chatham Group
iii) Ramsgate

INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS

Gravelly Hill Birmingham Gp Lichfield

Gravesend Chatham Group Dartford

Grays Barking Romford Southend Group

For the destination station, Gravesend, the following routeing points are listed in alphabetical order:

i) Chatham Group.
ii) Dartford.

0

E

E

E
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JOURNEY EXAMPLE ONE - HERNE BAY TO GRAVESEND

0
INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS

Hereford Routeing Point BD: CE: CS:WR

Herne Bay Ashford Int Chatham Group amsgate

Herne Hill Routeing Point LB: LK: NK: SC

INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

•

•

"' SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS

Gravelly Hill Birmingham Gp Lichfield

Gravesend Chatham Group artford

Grays Barking Romford Southend Group

ations'ff%la ,e one or mo,re,c.omon. tein
:;;^5..

The tou e is via the ., hortest ^stance b'et veer^ the two ^sT tatô^s
b R p
^. ^

a . e ^o^ o fu^0"^'^^f^1lP^i%

Both Herne Bay and Gravesend have the Chatham Group listed as a routeing point. The Chatham Group is
therefore a routeing point common to both the origin (Herne Bay) and the destination (Chatham). The route
is therefore direct via the shortest distance from Herne Bay to Gravesend over which a regular scheduled
train service operates. This is (from the timetable) directly via Chatham.

TO LONDON

This principle covers all local journeys throughout the railway system. There may be circumstances where a
train operator may permit another additional slightly more generous route for a local journey. This may be
because at certain times the direct service via the shortest route is infrequent and restricts journey
opportunities. Details of these local journey easements can be found, listed by train operator, in section E
(green pages) of this guide.
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JOURNEY EXAMPLE TWO -PAR TO PONTYPRIDD

Eq

INDEX T® BRMSH RAILWAY STATIONS

""' SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS

Pantyfynnon Shrewsbury Swansea Hereford

Par Plymouth Group

Parbold Liverpool Group Preston Wigan Group

NEWQUAY

PAR

GUNNISLAKE

PLYMOUTH

LOOE

INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

EXETER

"' SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS

Pontypool & New Inn Hereford Newport

Pontypridd Cardiff Central

Poole Southampton Gp Weymouth Gp

SWANSEA & WEST WALES NEWPORT & LONDON

CARDIFF

Par has only one routeing point, Plymouth Group, listed. This is the only routeing point applying to Par.

Pontypridd is similar in only having a single routeing point, Cardiff Central.

is
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JOURNEY EXAMPLE TWO - PAR TO PONTYPRIDD

Ai-0:1 ai oa . 0 0 oa _.=0" oroam V`a^I RK",_
In the case of Par which has only one routeing point, Plymouth Group, no further selection is necessary.
Plymouth Group is therefore the routeing point for the originating station.

mgm ftuj^)0- .oe o0 0 0 ^ ►^^FAy^^ii ^t^i^j}^^in^t=^^^

Pontypridd also has only one routeing point, Cardiff Central, therefore no further selection is necessary.
Cardiff Central is therefore the routeing point for the destination station.

020^)gm
Z@WM

t^Gai - oo-
o.a-

I=fi1,1 00 mmw0 oDftomw Cgi^m

ROUTES BETWEEN MAIN ROUTEING POINTS

•

c °-̂ 2

cEo ^

^

m E

(D

mv^ s
M

Zi
(D

^
CL

s
0

cp
U

c0
U

L
U

^
U

co
U

0
U

Peterborough
---

1 CE+CN
---------

LM+PC
-----------

LONDON
-----------

PS
-----------

LONDON
-----------

LONDON
----------------------- ------

ER
---

---
2
---

-

---------
MM+ER

----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------------------ -----

--------------- --------
3

- 4 -
----- -- ---

------------ ------------- ------------t ------------ -------------

Plymouth group 1
-

CE
--- ---• -- -

LM+CE

-------------

LONDON

-------------

LM+CE
---

---_ --- --

LONDON
-----------

LONDON
-----------

-
--------------------- --

-
-

D+CB E
-----------

X+WE/WRW
----------- ---------------------------------

WR
------------------

----
3

----

-----------

-------------

-----------

------------

---------

----------- ---------- ----------- ---------------
WX+WE 4 PN

Pontefract Group 1 CE LM+PN LONDON LONDON LONDON

Using section C by following the Plymouth Group row until it bisects the Cardiff Central column the route code
"CE" can be found at the intersection. This code identifies the route from the Plymouth Group to Cardiff Central.
The routes are fully reversible and a similar code will be found if section C is read in reverse by following the
Cardiff Central row until it bisects the Plymouth Group column. So use section C in either direction.

The maps are in alphabetical order and each has a two letter code
identification. Each map has both a geographical and a diagrammatic
illustration of the route. The route is any line between the two routeing points
that does not involve a double back. No double-back (travelling
through the same station twice on a single journey) is permitted unless
the fare allows or it is within a'grouped station" area. For the journey
from the Plymouth Group routeing point to the Cardiff Central routeing
point map CE permits travel to the Bristol Group via Exeter and on to
Cardiff via Newport Gwent.

Vuo(^rffw(b Bgaeftft

fl'J.tii0

0

G C' = 0

o- . o

^V'
o o - _ e• _u

01ni^^^^^f o ^^ ^r o a a o
-o •o ^ru ' _c3^r^ri11^

-o-

A R SWINDON

WX WX
BRISTOL

BD WR

W X sAUSeuRV BD WX

NEWPORT

BD R WX

CARDIFF

BD BD

MW

EXETER ^ WE WESTBURY

WR

WE BD MW
CS SOUTHAMPTON

BD CSCw
. MW CW WX

W^( WEYMOUTH M
PLYMOUTN

WE CS CWWR

W E PORTSMOUTH PD SC
WX M
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JOURNEY EXAMPLE THREE - A®®ILESTONE TO ALNMOUTH

UM2 M^m c-"A uwh o - o mm ^@ft oa o

INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

pDaw ftV ft

"' SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS

Addiscombe Beckenham Junc Lewisham

Addlestone Ascot Berks Staines Surbiton Woking

Adisham Ashford Int Chatham Group Ramsgate

TO THE NORTH & WEST ASCOT VIRGINIA WATER STAINES

INDEX TO BRITISH RAILWAY STATIONS

TO LONDON

TO LONDON

"' SELECT ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ROUTEING POINTS

Alness Inverness

Alnmouth Edinburgh Group Newcastle

Arlesford Essex Colchester

EDINBURGH

Addlestone has a choice of four routeing points - Ascot, Staines, Surbiton or Woking.

Alnmouth has a choice of two routeing points - Edinburgh Group or Newcastle.

TO CARLISLE

ALNMOUTH

NEWCASTLE

TOLONDON

In the case of Addlestone, with a choice of four routeing points, the most appropriate will be that which offers the best
train service for the journey and fulfils the rule that it must not have a higher fare than Addlestone for the journey or
involve a double back journey. The fares from Addlestone and other stations in the same area are routed via London.

I The fare from Ascot to
Ainmouth is higher than
from Addlestone.

ASCOT WOKING

^-- --
The journey from Addlestone to
Afnmouth would involve a double
back journey (between
Weybridge & Woking) if made
via the Woking routeing point.

0

•

E

1^1
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JOURNEY EXAMPLE THREE - ADDLESTONE TO ALNMOUTH

7. Using section D(maps) identify the route to which the code refers.

The maps are in alphabetical order
and each has a two letter code iden-
tification. Each map has botha geo-
graphical and a diagrammatic illustra-
tion of the route. For a journey from
the Staines routeing point to the
Newcastle routeing point
Section C specifies route WX as far
as London then a choice of route ER
all the way from London Kings Cross
to Almouth or travel from London St
Pancras via route MM and joining
route ER for the remainder of the
journey where they intersect.

I
DO NOT USE MAPS
UNTIL YOU HAVE
IDENTIFIED THE

n PERMITTED ROUTE
USING SECTION C

ADDLESTONE

fi

The route is via the shortest distance
to the first routeing point over which a
sched,uled train service operates, then

via the permitted route, followed by the
shortest distance from the final route-
ing point to the destination covered by

a scheduled train service.
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JOURNEY EXAMPLE THREE - ADDLESTONE TO ALNMOUTH

STAINES

The fare from Staines and Surbiton to Alnmouth are both
lower than from Addlestone. Either may therefore be used
as the routeing point for the originating station. As only one
routeing point must be selected the choice must be made
on the basis of the best train service to the customer.

I

SURBITON

For the basis of this example we shall assume that Staines offers the best train service for the customer at
the time they wish to travel. Staines should then be selected as the routeing point for the originating station.

5. Identify the most appropriate routeing point for the destination station of the journey.

Once again we compare the fare from Addlestone to Alnmouth with the fare from Addletone to both the
routeing points for the destination station.

The fare from Addlestone to Edinburgh is greater than
the fare from Addlestone to Ainmouth, Edinburgh cannot,

10 NEWCASTLE

(Yel pages).'pf
F^_

i l . l I L L l

.EDINBURGH

therefore, be used as the destination routeing point.

The fare from Addlestone to Newcastle is lower than the
fare from Addlestone to Alnmouth. Newcastle, therefore,
should be used as the destination routeing point.

ROUTES BETWEEN MAIN ROUTEING POINTS

^.
C7
4)
C
0
Cl)

(C

i

LM

CS

U
^

E
N

U

SC ER

ER+MM CE+WE

AS

--- ---------------
taines

---
1
---

----------
LONDON
-----------

-----------
LONDON
-----------

-----------
PD+WX

-----------

---- ---
LONDO
-----------

----------
WR+WK
- ---------

-----------
LONDON
--------------------------------

WX 2 NK+WX
-----

CS+WX
-------------

SC+WX
------------- ---------

C+AW+WX
------------

LM+MW+WX
---------------------------------- ---

3
------
LK+WX WX FR+MW+WX

------------- 4- ----------- -----------

Stockport 1 LONDON LM LONDON FR+PN BD LM

I Using section C by following the Staines row until it biqects the Newcastle column the route code"LONDOM' can
be found at the intersection. This code identifies the permitted route from Staines, the originating routeing point,
to Newcastle, the destination station routeing point. When the routeing indication is London, the route to London
must be summated with the route from London. The route(s) to and from London can be found alongside
the Routeing Point in the index columns or in the top row of each page under the Routeing Point column head-
ings. The route from Staines to London is WX and that from London to Newcastle is ER or a combination of
MM and ER. The routes are fully reversible and a similar code will be found if section C is read in reverse by fol-
lowing the Newcastle row until it bisects the Staines column. So use section C in either direction.

LONDON GROUP NK

LK
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